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certainly not “JavaScript,” but rather a language that is made to work on
the web (hence the name). A lot of what I’m interested in getting involved

with this summer is web-based
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download and use Setwatch to monitor your download tasks.Who’s
Driving the Vinyl Movement? Facebook Email Twitter YouTube By Brendan

O’Neill Transparency International’s global corruption perception index
may be a clue to how far the seemingly ‘rock ‘n’ roll’ vinyl revival has
gone. Among its many alarming findings: corruption is in ‘remarkably

high’ levels in most countries, from the dead cat-loving EU to Colombia,
Israel and Somalia, which all rank in the top 100 globally. The only

European country in the top 10, meanwhile, is France, which ranks worst
in Transparency’s 2017 global corruption perception index. “Most of the
countries in the bottom 10 are poor countries,” says Steve Hanlon, the
foundation’s report’s editor. “When you look at the top countries, they

have some of the richest economies.” Indeed, some richer economies are
doing
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